
Response #1 

http://googleweblight.com/?lite_url=http://www.pwc.in/consulting/forensic-

services/telecommunications.html&ei=lRShhrMG&lc=en-IN&s=1&m=496&host=wwwalso. 

.google.co.in&ts=1481891201&sig=AF9NedlpPkkFbUXc-BVYCo4aQ9NQ7rlaXQ so this was 

that piece of info I wanted to share with nist small scale businesses they established with poorer 

countries healthcare situations in a larger scale in India also could be useful for Syrian army 

techniques as well with healthcare small scale businesses 

On 16-Dec-2016 4:24 pm, "nish mith" <nishmith25@gmail.com> wrote: 

https://www.nist.gov/video/what-manufacturers-are-saying-about-mep k  

So based on an audio visual presentation like this one I would give a review of 4.5/5 because 

they were trying to say about promoting growth about 1.7 times with MEP manufacturing 

extension partnership program since 2010 with Bogert group CEO and CFO represent an 

innovative cashflow increase about 10000 % of dollar growth in united states with extensive 

partnership programs with mexico and Puerto Rico so its an increase in manufacturing sectors of 

us government with Headquarters in Washington district and other parts of USA of growing 

dollar rate growth in other manufacturing countries like India mexico etc I would like to get 

more info on telecom growth also with manufacturing sectors of manufacturing extension 

partnership program I heard PWC partners with Google and alphabet inc for a very good telecom 

functioning of fiber growth in telecom audio visual content and also medical devices produced 

by them for various business related factors I would give them 4.5/5 as well with Verizon and 

at&t the worser affective companies in this manufacturing extension partnership program  

 

Response#2 

https://www.nist.gov/video/what-manufacturers-are-saying-about-mep k  

So based on an audio visual presentation like this one I would give a review of 4.5/5 because 

they were trying to say about promoting growth about 1.7 times with MEP manufacturing 

extension partnership program since 2010 with Bogert group CEO and CFO represent an 

innovative cashflow increase about 10000 % of dollar growth in united states with extensive 

partnership programs with mexico and Puerto Rico so its an increase in manufacturing sectors of 

us government with Headquarters in Washington district and other parts of USA of growing 

dollar rate growth in other manufacturing countries like India mexico etc I would like to get 

more info on telecom growth also with manufacturing sectors of manufacturing extension 

partnership program I heard PWC partners with Google and alphabet inc for a very good telecom 

functioning of fiber growth in telecom audio visual content and also medical devices produced 

by them for various business related factors I would give them 4.5/5 as well with Verizon and 

at&t the worser affective companies in this manufacturing extension partnership program  
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